WESTWIND
KINDERGARTEN

August has been a very
demanding one. Apart from
Independence Day celebration, we
also had other events that
needed our attention. Our
Independence Day & Green Day
was a testimony to the amazing
progress our children have done.
We will all agree that the past
few months’ studies have indeed
made them smarter.

The World of Animals
Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may
remember, involve me and I understand.
A Special Assembly was conducted on 3rd
August'22 on the theme "The World of
Animals".
The teachers introduced different animals to
the students and interacted about them.
Students of UKG concluded the assembly by
singing a song ‘Old Mac Donald had a Farm’
and represented Old Mac Donald and different
animal characters and did the actions along.
Students also became familiar about the
sound of different animals through a play and
learn method.

Shapes Puzzle Activity
Puzzles are awesome for children's brain
development especially for improving
cognitive skills, critical thinking, predicting,
analysing and comparing. Students of UKG
did Shapes Puzzle activity on 5th August'22
which enhanced their knowledge about
shapes, developed fine motor skills, built new
brain connections and become independent
learners.

All About Me
“Be who you are and say what you feel”
An activity to get to know yourself and your
classmates was conducted on 6th August, 2022
on the topic ‘All About Me’ for the students of
UKG.
An interesting circle time activity about the
children and their families was conducted, and
then, the children made creative booklets filled
with lovely answers and drawings.
Children loved doing the activity and discovered
many things about themselves !!
"All About Me" book was so much fun to make!

Friendship Day
" Friendship is all about trusting, helping, and
loving each other. It is rightly said that,
friends are the family we choose"
To celebrate this special bond of friendship,
we at Westwind Kindergarten along with our
little fellow students from Nursery to Grade1
celebrated the day of friendship on 6th
August'22 with many fun-filled and amusing
activities. Our children exchanged friendship
bands, participated in a hand printing activity,
and even made new friends! The day was spent
playing, laughing and being together!

Fire-Drill
Kids love superheroes. The fact is, adults do, too!
Ordinary people.... with the desire to help...donning
special uniforms...defying the odds and making the
world a better place to live.
Westwind Kindergarten organised a visit of the well
known fire-fighter, Mr Sajid Khan on 10th August'22.
He shared valuable information about the hazards of
mishandling of domestic cylinders, electric points,
playing or misusing flammable sprays and other things
that might cause fire to break out. He also
gave important tips on do's and don'ts in case of fire
mishap. He showed some equipments used by the fire
fighters.

Story-Time

Circle time encourages listening, talking
and sharing among the children. Also, it
encourages the development of social
skills by providing daily, structured social
interactions; hence nothing is better than
a storytelling session during circle time.
LKG had a wonderful storytelling session
of "The Lion and the Mouse”. Story was
enacted by the teachers and students
emphasizing on the voice modulation and
imitating the characters of the story.
Through this story all the students learnt
about helping, sharing and caring which
encouraged development of social and
emotional skills.

Circle-Time
Circle Time plays an important role at Westwind
Kindergarten. Circle time helps children to enjoy
their learning. It also helps teachers to
strengthen the bonding with the students. It
develops a wide range of skills and attitudes,
such as confidence, self-esteem, talking and
listening. We at Westwind Kindergarten always
start our day with a Circle Time routine so that
our students get a chance to interact well and
engage with each other.

Our Tri-colour

The Indian flag is the symbol of our
freedom, national pride and history
On the occasion of the 75th year of
independence, the students of LKG
participated in Drawing and Colouring
Competition on the theme - The Indian Flag
organised on 13th August'22.The little
artists participated with great fervour as
drawing and colouring the Indian flag
awakened, their devotion for the country
and admiration of the Indian flag .It gave a
chance to the budding artists of all hues
to showcase their creativity and experience
a diverse form of learning as this
evaluated their knowledge about the Indian
flag, tri colour and the Ashok Chakra.!!
"All About Me" book was so much fun to
make!

Visit to Police Station
FIELD TRIPS ARE NOT ONLY LOTS OF FUN
BUT THEY CAN ALSO BE VERY VALUABLE
LEARNING EXPERIENCES FOR YOUNG ONES.
On the occasion of the 75th year of
independence, the students of Nursery
WESTWIND KINDERGARTEN visited the Police
Station on 13th August'22 to understand the
functioning of police station as an integral part
of our community.
The tiny tots were warmly welcomed by the
Police Officers. The students learnt about their
ethos, working and functioning of a police
station. Initially, the kids entered the police
station with serious faces but the friendly
officers interacted warmly with them and put
them at ease immediately.
Our curious kids asked several questions and
the policemen very happy to answer them.

Aksharon- Rail
Aksharon ki Duniya se nikal kar aao banaen Aksharon
ki Railgadi.
UKG Kids did an activity on 13th August'22
Saturday. They made a Railgadi by arranging the
Akshars in sequence along with their pictures.
This activity helped the kids to recognize the
Akshars and stick them in correct sequence.

Seasonal Fashion Parade
Style is a way to say who you are.
We at Westwind Kindergarten School believe that
every child is perfect in his/ her own unique way. We
just have to foster their inner potential and provide
them with the right platform. To bring out the hidden
talent in our tiny tots and team it with fun& frolic, we
had organized a Seasonal Fashion Parade for the
students of UKG on 20th August'22.
The students showcased different seasons by walking
the ramp smartly in their attractive and beautiful
costumes and props.

World Elephant Day
Elephants are both enormous and
exciting! We celebrate World Elephant
Day in the month of August every year
to raise awareness about the dangers
that elephants face and the various
difficulties they have to overcome to
live.
Toddlers of Westwind Kindergarten
celebrated World Elephant Day on 20th
August'22 and had a wonderful story
time and got to know the significance
of the giant animal like its colour, body
parts and the habitat.
They also made an Elephant using craft
materials and did many fun activities to
mark the day.

Our Community-Helpers

Let's meet our helpers
Any work of art simply makes lives, shapes life, and
expresses all shades and stages of life. The beautiful
session for students of Nursery and LKG
commenced with creative personalities like Fire man,
soldier, Mason, Gardener, maid and driver. Our little
munchkins learned and experienced the important role
of community helpers in our life. Children enjoyed
with great enthusiasm. They came to know about the
tools that are used by our community helpers and
became aware of the safety rules too.

Long and Short Activity
THE WORDS WHICH MAY SEEM EASY TO
PRONOUNCE BUT THEY PLAY AN
ESSENTIAL ROLE IN EVERYDAY LIFE.
To understand the concept of long and
short, Nursery kids were shown different
objects like scale, tube light, ribbons, rope,
pencils and blocks to make long and short
train on 25th August'22.
They have made long and short lines with
the help of clay in which they enhanced their
skills and observed the long and short
objects around them.

Green is the colour of nature's heart.
Shining Stars of Westwind Kindergarten celebrated Green Day on 27th
August'22 with great enthusiasm and zeal. Students were introduced to the
green colour through different objects and enhanced their vocabulary.
Students were glowing in different shades of green and they went for a nature
walk as Nature walks are a great way to soothe the mind. A walk in the nature
brings us serenity by allowing our enthusiastic learners a chance to observe
the surroundings, understand the environment and connect with nature.
The little explorers observed nature and investigated living and non-living
things. Children were inspired to love and appreciate the natural world.
Students had a great time listening to the Stories and played some interesting
games.
They also did leaf impression, vegetable printing and fun frolic craft activities
to mark this day.
The main idea was to captivate the imagination and creativity of children by
giving them an opportunity to get involved in various activities and they also
discovered and explored their learning.

